FACTHOUS
Calle Juan Bravo 58
28006 Madrid

FACTHOUS develops and implements DIGITAL SIGNAGE systems of all kinds: interior, exterior, window displays, LEDs, as well as on touch-screen and mobile devices. We operate on a national and international level, providing technological solutions that are specifically tailored to each and every one of our clients.

Tech start-up FACTHOUS (www.facthous.com) is recruiting a paid English teacher. We are looking for someone to give conversation and grammar classes together with individual lessons for business executives.

The number of classes would approximately be 6 hours/week starting after May 19th.

There will be two levels, basic and intermediate.

The exact timetable will be established by the teacher and the student but at least four of the classes will take place between 13:00 and 14:00 Monday through Friday.

To apply, please contact hr@facthous.com